
Courtyard rules
Campus of the University of Vienna

You are on private property belonging to the University of Vienna. The owner keeps the  
courtyards open to the public. 

The peaceful joint use of the area by all users requires that they show consideration to the  
greatest possible extent and that they treat the open spaces made available with care.

In the interests of public order and safety, the following regulations must be observed and  
complied with:

1. The safety instructions of the owner‘s representatives (in particular security staff and  
property management) must be followed at all times.

2. It is prohibited to bring along dogs (with the exception of guide and other service dogs) 
and other pets.

3. Entering the campus grounds with multi-wheel motor vehicles is only permitted from Monday 
to Saturday (working days) from 6:00 to 11:00 with the permission of the owner; multi-wheel 
motor vehicles must leave the inner courts by 11:30 at the latest. Vehicles that are still on the 
campus grounds outside the specified time will be towed away at the instruction of the  
property owner and at the vehicle owner’s expense.

4. A maximum speed of 20 km/h applies to vehicles in the entire area

5. Stopping, parking and driving on the gravel paths (water-bound layer) and the asphalted  
central alley is not permitted (with the exception of approved events).

6. Driving on the grounds with single-track motor vehicles (e.g. motorbikes, e-scooters) is  
prohibited.

7. Please keep the courts clean and use the designated bins provided for all waste. 
8. Playing ball games on the lawns as well as on the paths and roads is not permitted.
9. Camping is prohibited on the grounds.

10. Remaining under old trees, especially during storms and thunderstorms, is dangerous and  
therefore forbidden.

11. In case of icy or snowy conditions, you may only use roads and paths that have been  
cleared and gritted.

12. Hanging up posters is generally prohibited, except in places designated for this purpose with 
the approval of the property management.

13. You may only use paths and roads that are adequately lit.

14. Making and playing music (with the exception of approved events) including radio  
programmes at a disturbing volume and persistence is prohibited.
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